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The Weird and Wonderful Sketchbook World of Don Colley
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ELCOME TO THE SKETCHBOOK WORLD OF CHICAGO-BASED ARTIST DON COLLEY WhO
draws "0n buSeS, in phOne bOOkS, anywhere, everywhere!" Colley is continuing a
traditional, centuries-old practice used by artists io record ideas, perceptions, and inspiring images,
and test out materials, techniques and compositions in sketchbooks.
Throughout his career, Colley has worked in a variety of two-dimensional media-including lithography, intaglio, linoleum cuts, acrylic or oil on canvas, house paint on cardboard, scratch-board,
glazed ceramic tiles, and velvet paintings-and drawing is the thread that connects his work. His
imaginative and darkly humorous narratives explore politicalthemes, popular culture, stereotypes,
and his own personal struggles. Colley uses his sketchbooks to develop the ideas and imagery for
these works, but over the past 30 years or so, the sketchbooks have also evolved into a huge and
impressive body of work in their own right.
Colley has been inspired in his steadfast dedication to his sketchbooks by many artists, from comic
book artists and outsider artists to the great masters, such as the Engllsh painter J. M. W. Turner
(1775-1851). Turner often walked up to 25 miles a day, sketching quickly as he went, qrd his

400-plus books conlain sketches ol fleeting light effects in the landscape, diagrams, lists of local
inns and sights and a series of erotic Orawingi. Colley also owes much to Leonardo di Vinci, who
metrculously externalized his creative thought processes in lushly profuse drawings. Leonardo's
sketchbooks juxtapose dissimilar subjects such as anatomical studies, inventions, drawings of
plants, studies for paintings, and cryptic backwards-written notes. Like Leonardos, Colley's
sketchbooks take the viewer on a journey full of intellectual insight and esoteric symbolism.
It is significant that Colley (born in 1954 in Phoenix, Arizona) grew up an Air Force brat, living in

Alaska, Californra, NewJersey, Washington state, Texas, Turkey, and most recently, Philadelphiaand
Chicago. This background gave him an exceptional ability to process cultural informatton, along
with an interest in politics and the inner motivations of people. 0ne of Colley's earliest
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ln his sketchbooks, Colley started out working in pencil, but switched to ballpoint pen when he
discovered that his graphite drawings had begun to smear. He experimented with difterent types
of pens, among them ballpoint, pen and ink, brushes and ink, sumi brush pens, felt tip pens and
Faber Castelli pens. He says, "l really $tarted to love drawing and love to learn about

the tools. Now I have more than 400 pens to get ditferent effects: gravelly, brushy,

smooth, thick, thin..."
To date Colley has completed well over 50 sketchbooks, and he usually has several in progress
at any given time. The sketchbooks range from "little, bit$ notebooks," 4.25'x 6.25 up to

about 1 7.25 ' x 10.5'. Some are inexpensive, black artists' sketchbooks. 0thers, for example a red,
leather-bound book with lush cream-colored paper for which hepaid more than $90, are fancy and
extravagant. lnspired by Turner, who was very exacting about the paper he used, Colley began to
research how paper is made. He learned about the gelatin used to stop bleeding of ink in paper

and keep a fine line crisp and permanent in ledger books. Some of Colleys most detailed and
complex drawings are made in ledger books. He worked on one book from 1994 to 2004, layering
images of the American prairie and expansionist power, then cutting up and gluing togeiher the
pages, until it fell apart.

Lil'Abneis Granny hppears, along with dozens ol deranged clowns,

a sod house, Lincoln logs and some cowboys wearing chaps. The imagery swirls together like
a bad dream seasoned with delicious wit. The colors are bright and hallucinatory.
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Within the cacophony 0f images, Colley's sketchbooks have themes, which grow and change In

wayshedoesn'tanticipate.SometimesColleygivestitlestothesketchbooks.lnRuff Life,a9 x7'
book of pulpy Nepalese paper from 2001*2002, Colley works and reworks images of scarecrows,
murderous clowns and political figures, together with actors in Elizabethan costumes and an eerily
portentous drawing of Dick Cheney wearing a top hat and holding a shotgun. ln an approlriated
book, dated 1992-96, he doctors the existing title-page lexI, Scraperboard,inlo Crap'Drawings
and adds, wrth perverse humor, the subtitle,4nd )ther Children's Parablesand a drawing of a
wolf holding the chopped-off head of a bunny. 0ther sketchbooks feature page after page of tenderlydrawn figure studies from life (Colley is a serious proponent of the discipline of life drawing)that
segue suddenly into lists, notes specifications for illustration commissions, or stern admonitions

to himself.
Text plays a key role throughout the sketchbooks. In some drawings Colley uses it as a reminder of

the marn themes that hold together a swirling sea of images, and in others, he diligently explores
the elegantforms of the letters in various typefaces. Sometimes he employs a poem to bounce
another meaning off the images on the page 0ften Colley simply practices calligraphy, echoing a
single word or phrase to create an absurdly existential trance or profound sense of irony. Colley
seems to relish dissecting pat, timeworn aphorrsms. The phrase, "Confldence is the most important
ingredient," appears in one drawing along with a portly man suspended upside-down over a circus
balancing act. Strangely reminiscent of a medieval manuscript, the flgure is surrounded by heaps of

writhing dragons and serpents drawn with bright blue, pink, yellow and purple ballpoint pen.

"My sketchbook is a workshop! I think sketchbooks are a way to think out
loud, a way to retain fleeting memories and experience$. And I enjoy the process a
lot! I like to see all of the mistakes, dead ends and blind alleys. When I'm rnuddled,
the sketchhooks are muddled" When I'm searching, they are searching... by talking
or writing or drawing I give shape to concepts. When I draw I move toward becoming
clearer. That's what the sketchbooks are really about." Don Colleys weird and wonderful
Colley says

sketchbooks are adventurous bold and uncensored, and have grown into an invaluable resource
for the artist himself as well as an extraordinary source of inspiration for other artists

For further information

ablut artists' sketchbooks visit

The Archives of America Art's website

www.archivesofamericanarl.si.edu/guides/site-visual. They own more than 2,800 volumes of sketchbooks,
which they nake available on their website. The F)gg Aft Museum in Boston is featuring the exhibition
"Undercover: Aftists'Sketchbooks atthe Fogg Art Museum" from August 1-1ctober 22,2006.
For more information go t0 www.aftmuseums.harvard.edu/exhibitions/fogg/underCover.html

the Saguaro ci-rca L954,
Donald Owen Colley wa-* raised on and off base $ites across the
fifty states, Turkey to boof;. Oft-intenupted educalional stints
included Drosophila meanderings past. lithographic inhalants
at SWTSU/UT eustiri/tyter School of Art. Engaged since 1979 in
exhibitionigm in some of the most populist states in t"he union.
co-founderl with nob Fitterman, f.he 1980rs phantom band Blu
Nutz, later they co-labored on a visual-linguaL ars beavers
which sj-red the poetalaLogue Ameresque Buck DQwns Books,
1995). Painter, printer, illustJator, muckracker, prison tattooist,
lampshade cookie cutLer, Colley brings hiE black velvet fever
to the table saw of a chemically overcast glance toward a
forensic gaggle of fiercely deviant satyrs and gtarfish in glen
pLaids and visors morphed on a !V. C. Fieldscape decked with
Geiger counters, birling loggers anrl bar-b-qued backyards.
A SCATIERED IDEN?ITY, dropped among
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Colley's work is typically given over tcl a glutenacious hodge
pCIdge of ill*gestated polemical gobbledygook and self-

referential gristJei couched in all the obvious, fraditionally
affected, academy wannabe trappinge, and glazed with pceudc:
modernist whispef,ings

_DON COLTEY
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D0N C0LLEY will discuss the development of his work on
Wednesday, September 20th from

l:30 to 2:30 p.m. in Founders

RECEPTI0N: Wednesday, September 20, 4

140.

30-7 p m. in Hicks Art Center Gallery.

Gallery talk with Don Colley 6:30-7 p m.
David Sandlin, artist and professor at the School of Visual Arts, will speak about

Colleys work in the context of comics and popular culture on Thursday,
0ctober 19th at 7 p.m. in Music and Multimedia 001
All events are free and open to the public.
Tours of the exhibition are available for groups at no charge.
For more rnformation, please call 215/504-8531.
www. bucks.edu/gal lery

Fran 0rlando, Director of Exhibitions
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This exhibition is supported in paft by the Bucks County Community College Cultural
Programming Committee and the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, a state agency
funded by the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
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